
James Brown’s Bio: Buildings & Trades

Short Version:

James Brown, the force behind BizTech Guru, is celebrated for turning businesses into
streamlined operations. His knack for building efficient teams and processes makes him
crucial for entrepreneurs aiming to rise above routine tasks. His methodology empowers
owners to adopt a broader vision, establishing a durable foundation for their businesses.

With roots in manufacturing and hospitality, James offers advice that’s both practical and
proven. Since launching BizTech Guru in 2018, he's guided companies through the business
landscape with confidence and skill.

Medium Version:

Meet James Brown, the driving force behind BizTech Guru, renowned for transforming
businesses into optimally functioning machines. His dedication to crafting effective teams
and processes has positioned him as a vital resource for entrepreneurs desiring to
transcend the daily grind of their operations. He instilled confidence in business owners,
allowing them to move from micro-management to macro-vision. James's approach to
systems creates a resilient backbone for any business.

An experienced operator in the manufacturing and hospitality sectors, James's advice is
grounded in practical reality. Since 2018, he's been a steady guide for companies aiming to
navigate the ups and downs of the business world with assurance.



Long Version:

Meet James Brown, the expert who's turning businesses into well-oiled machines, one
process at a time. His drive to create efficient, effective teams has made him a cherished
ally to entrepreneurs eager to escape the day-to-day operations of their companies.
Through his company, BizTech Guru, James empowers business owners to step back and
see the bigger picture by instilling strong, sustainable systems.

With a rich history that spans across manufacturing and hospitality, James doesn't just talk
the talk; he’s walked in the shoes of the business owner. Since the inception of his own
business in 2018, he has been instrumental in assisting companies to navigate the
often-turbulent waters of the business world with confidence and clarity.

James stands out in the consulting world with his unique approach to business
SYSTEMology. He strips down complex processes to the bare essentials, creating lean,
mean business machines that run like clockwork. Attendees can expect to leave his
sessions with actionable strategies to make their businesses more robust and less
dependent on one or two key players.


